Fantastic Opportunity for a Talented Bangkok-based Expat!

Jetabroad Thailand is always looking to hire talented expats and we currently have a rare and exciting opportunity for an **International Senior Software Engineer C# .NET**

We are offering a generous package including a competitive salary with a strong bonus structure for the right candidate! Jetabroad is a BOI sponsored company with an exciting and vibrant “start-up feel” but the knowledge of an industry veteran. We have a dynamic culture both in our Thailand and Australian offices. We are proud of our proven track record of continuous business growth and off the charts customer satisfaction.

We want you to join our world-class development team and we want to stretch your diagnostic skills and make you better! In return, we need your expertise in solving online travel problems and to work collaboratively to achieve continuous business improvement goals. Simply put, you would be an integral part of our team that works on the engine that powers Jetabroad globally.

**Your role will encompass the following accountabilities:**

- Search and segment high volumes of flight results to find optimal itineraries
- Mine millions of data points to detect emerging trends in customer demands and pricing
- Work within an agile team of experienced developers
- Use the latest web technologies
- Run multiple environments in cloud-based setups
- Help improve and simplify the process of booking flights
- Continuous improvement via open & safe reflective conversations

**Our Vibe:**

- We are a forward thinking, exciting and evolving online global travel enterprise.
- We are constantly developing excellence in our team through constructive feedback, ongoing reviews, and an emerging training and mentorship program.
- An open inclusive culture where nothing is sacred or off limits – we want fresh minds.
- A safe, inclusive, respectful and diverse culture.
- We create knowledge through open disclosure, sharing your wins and fails in a safe environment and learning what works from each other.
- We have healthy and sustainable work expectations; absolutely you’ll work hard but you’ll also have the best time of your life.
- We provide organisational feedback and total visibility. We have a flat organisational structure and encourage discussion between all our people and our senior managers.
All the things you need to know, and all the reasons why you want to work for Jetabroad Thailand

✔ Competitive salary with performance bonus dependant on skills, experience, passion and your intent
✔ Latest generation Intel PCs, SSDs, RAID HDD, Two 27" IPS monitors and modern office environment
✔ Relocation & Visa Assistance for international applicants
✔ Big bright light filled offices with lush views over the vibrant city of Bangkok
✔ Free drinks, lots of snacks and regular social events
✔ Paid holidays with flexible public holiday usage
✔ Flexible office hours
✔ Hardware and book allowance
✔ Group health insurance
✔ Healthy and sustainable work life balance
✔ Support through constructive feedback, review, training and mentorship
✔ A nurturing environment with a proudly diverse, eclectic and mildly eccentric team that welcomes and celebrates people from all backgrounds and beliefs. (Diversity is the spice of life in our office)
✔ All the amazing food & shopping experiences in Bangkok
✔ Exposure to genuine entrepreneurial thinking; as we evolve so do you

About you:

✔ An upfront, open, transparent communication skillset
✔ A sense of ownership with an understanding of your own areas for development
✔ Above the line thinker who looks for solutions
✔ Strong written and verbal skills
✔ A kind and considerate attitude
✔ Reliable work ethic
✔ A desire to embrace the unknown
✔ Proven results in similar space
✔ Bachelors in Computer Science, Software Engineering or similar (a degree is a requirement for a Thailand work permit)
✔ Code speaks for itself, so please include examples of any open-source contributions or direct us to code you’ve worked on in your cover letter
✔ Minimum 3 years of commercial development experience

Why be a number elsewhere when you can be a catalyst here?

Jetabroad in an equal opportunities employer and we openly seek applications from all members of our community. We embrace difference and if you have the skills, we want to hear from you!
Interested? Write up a cover letter telling us why you are the right person for Jetabroad and why you want to work for us, attach your up to date CV and email it to sireetorn.sethapanee@bkk.jetabroad.com.

Jetabroad kindly asks that agencies do not contact us.